
CHAPTER III. 

THE COl'lSTRAINMENT OF PLANE lYIOTJON. 

! 10. ELEMENTS OF MECHANISM. 

HAVING so far investigated certain questions relating to 
the nature of plane motion, we have now to examine the 
nature of the means used to obtain such motion, co,istrained, 

in machines .. We have already pointed out (p. 8) that the 
motion of any piece of a machine is determined by the form 
of its connections with the other pieces, assuming these con
nections to be of suitable material. This form has to be 
such as not only to allow the required motion, but abso
lutely to render impossible all other motions in the way 
,vhich has been already explained in § 1. The principle. 
of the method used to obtain this double object is as 
follows, supposing it  applied to a perfectly general case. 
We first form some part of one of the two bodies whose 
relative motion is to be constrained, into any convenient 
shape, say such a projection as A on the body a, Fig. 20. 

Then, bringing the other -body p to rest, we find all the 
positions of the shaped portion of the first relatively to it, and 
the curves bounding these positions form a figure .B traced out 
on /3 by A, which is called in geometry the envelope of A upon 
/3. By now removing the material of /3 within this figure so 
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a5 (in this case) to mal.:e a curved ilot or groove in P, 
bounded by thelincsnshownninnthefigurc,wencouldna!lownthe 
projection A to lie in thes!ot1J,and should inthi5wayhave 
made a connection between the t .. ·o figures which would fu]. 
filnthefimcondition,namcly,the perrnittingnofthenTCquired 
motion to take place. It would not, howe .. er, necessarily 
fulfil the second condition, namely, the prevention of all 
other motions. It is evident, in the first pbce, that the 

two bodin could be aepar.1.ted at will by �ing pulled right 
ap.irt at right angles to the plane of motion. This disturb
ance is prevented by giving to A and B such a profile (or 
sec1ionnperpendicubrntonthe1>bnenofmotion):umaynrendcr 
this motion impossible; as,forninsunce,by carryingAright 
thronghB (as shown in section Fig. 11), and attaching a 
collar to its inner end. This of itself, however, docs not 
,reqs,ar#y constrain the motion completely, for it is quite 
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possible that in some places the corners of A n1ay be quite 
clear of B, and the motion therefore left quite uncontrolled. 
In order to rectify this, if it occur, either another form must 
be adopted for A, and therefore for B, or else some other 
piece, A1, must be placed on a, with its corresponding 
envelope B1 on /3, in such a way that the one completely 
constrains the motion in. every position where it is left 
partially free by the other. This can l)e done by the ap· 
plication of certain rules which we need not examine here. 

A pair of such forms as those we have supposed to be 
placed on the bodies a and /3, when they are arranged so 
as to make the motion completely constrained, are called a 
pair of elements, or more fully, a pair of kinematic 
elements. It is seen at once from their nature that these 
elements occur necessarily in pairs, and never singly. A 
single element can no n1ore constrain motion than a single 
body can make a machine (§ 1) ; they must always go in 
pairs, and these pairs of elements form the lowest factor to 
which we can reduce a machine. 

We have supposed for our illustration a very general case 
indeed, and one that occurs very seldom, although it does 
sometimes occur, in practical work. Most of the pairs of 
elements which we find in machines are of a very much 
simpler kind than that shown in Fig. 20. 

Of these simpler forms the two most important are those 
continually employed in machines to constrain the two spe
cial forms of plane motion which we examined in § 2, 

rotation and rectilinear translation. These may be called, 
on account of the motions which they constrain, the turn
ing and the sliding pairs respectively. The fonner takes 
the shape of ·some solid of revolution, having such a profile 
as to prevent axial motion ; in its commonest form it is· the 
cylindric pin and eye of Fig. 2 2, where the collars upon 
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tile pm prevent the axial motion. The sliding pair is in 
form essentially Jm"smatit:, that is, it is a solid having 
plane iides,parnllel to the dire<:tionnofmotion. It com
monly takes in machines �me such form as that shown in 

·�.-7I.B 
Fig. 23-a bar and a guide, orn:,.slot andanblocl:, The 
profile of the elements in each case is such as to pre�cnt 
any motion all/lss the required directionn, just as in the 
turning pair. 

Twoeh:ir.1cteri11icsnof thescnp:irticularnpairs rennder them 
speciaHyv1\uablctoengine<:rs. Fi,stly,theyareverycasily 

made. The production of circularnsurfaccsnisnprohablythc 

most easy oper.1tion with which the engineer has to do, an<I 
thcbthe, the machine in which this operation is carried on, 
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is the most common of _all machine tools. Next to the pro
duction of turned or bored surfaces, that of flat surfaces 
is the operation most readily performed-the planing or 
shaping n1achines used for the purpose are always at hand. 
,Secondly, the contact between the two elements in eacl1 
pair is a surface contact. In the general case (sho\vn in 
Fig. 20) the. element AA1 only touched BB1 along, at most, 
three or four lines, but in the turning and the sliding pairs 
contact exists over a considerable surface in each element. 
From a geometrical point of view the constrainment is 
equally good in both cases ; but, looked at as part of a 
machine, we have to keep in mind that the surfaces will 
wear, and we must consider that constraint the most perfect 
which is_ likely to be least disturbed by the wearing away of 
the constraining forms. From this point of view that forn1 
of element is best in whicl1 the pressure is distributed over 
the largest area, and contact over a surface is always more 
advantageous than contact only along a line or a few lines. 
Pairs of elements working with su,face contact are called 
lower pairs ; all others having line contact may be distin
guished as higher pairs. 

There are only three classes of surface with which this sur
face contact, during motion, is possible.' These are ( 1) plane 
surfaces, (2) surfaces of revolution, and (3) cylindric screw 
�urfaces. The first is utilised in the sliding and the second 
�n the turning pair, the third (Fig. 24) is utilised in a twist

ing pair of elements ( of whic;h the common screw and nut 
form the most familiar example) of which we shall have to 
say somet11ing further on ; the motion constrained by the 
latter is not plane and therefore does not fall to be considered 
here. The only plane motions, therefore� which can be 
coils/rained directly by elements having surface contact, are 
rotation and rectilinear translation. For all other plane 
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motions we must have recourse either to higher p.1irs of 
elements, with line contactnonly,or to inilirect constraint 

with lower pairs in the ..-ay indicated in the following 
section. 

I n. LINKS, CHAINS, AND MECHANISMS, 

We havenscenhow,innorder to constrain the motion of 
one body rebtfrely to another, it is necessary to connect 
them by :i suit:ihly-fonned p:iir of elements. Two bodies 
thus co,mec:ed fonn the simpk'5t oombination which we 
can treat a a machine,-but by ourndclinitionntwo such 

bodies lll.lY actually, as they often do, fonn a machine. We 
ha1•e now to look :it the way in which more complc:t machine 
formsnar ... builtnupfrom this ,·cry simple beginning. In the 
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case supposed each body carried one element onlya; and with 
this limitation nothing more can be obtained. To go further, 
that is, to combine more than two bodies into a machine, 
each one must l1ave at least two elements forming part 
of it, and the number can be increased indefinitely. For 
the present let us see what can be done with bodies each 
containing not more than two single elements. 

One essential condition of the motions in any machine, 
and therefore in the combination of bodies, which we now 
wish to make, is that at no instant shall it be possible for 
any one of the bodies which form it to move in more than 
one single way. If any alternative motion were possible 
at any instant, the particular motion occurring would be 
determined by the direction and magnitude of the particular 
forces causing motion at that instant. This condition is 
impossible-that is, it must be made impossible in a machine, 
in order that its fundamental conditions as to constraint may 
·be complied with. The same condition may, for conveni
ence sake, be stated somewhat differently, namely1 thus
It is essential that among all the bo:dies which 
form a machine, and in which motion is possible 
·at a given instant,1 no one should be able to 
-move without all the others undergoing certain 
·definite changes of position also. · For if at any 
instant the bodies a, b, c, etc. in some machine are mov
able, and if a and b can either move or not move while c is · 
moving, it is only a qu·estion of the nature of the moving 
force whether 'C move ·alone or whether it carry a and b with 
it. But the relative position of t to a and b is of course 
quite different if the latter move, · to what it ,vould be were 

1 This limitation is necessary because in many machines there are 
certain bodies which can only move periodic:illy, being held fast by 
special contrivances when they are not required to move. (,S�e § 6o.) 
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they to remain stationary, and, under the circumastances 
supposed, the position of cat a particular instant relatively to 
a and b would depend entirely upon the forces acting on c, 
and could be altered altogether by a change in those forces. 
By definition, therefore, the motion of c relatively to a and /J 
would have ceased to be constrained, and a combination such 
as has been supposed could not form part of a machine. 

The motion of every body which forms part of 
a machine must be constrained relatively to all 
the other bodies constituting the machine. This 
is a proposition so obvious that we may simply state it 
without proof. 

Bearing in mind these conditions, ,ve can now go on to 
examine the way in which a n1achine can be built up of  
bodies each containing not more than two elements. The 
question comes at once, Can a machine contain bodies of 
single as well as of double elementsa? It cannot ; for a body 
having only one element can only have its motion con
strained to the one body to which it is paired. Such a 
body cannot therefore form a part of a machine containing 
more than one other body, for its motion relatively to any 
other bodies would be quite unconstrained. Our present 
work, then, may be limited to an examination of the ways 
in ,vhich bodies containing two elements each can be 
combined into machines. 

Bodies, such as we have nowto consider, which are arranged 
to form part of a machine by being provided with two or 
more suitably-formed elements, are called, when they are 
looked at merely in reference to the motions of the machine, 
kinematic links, or simply links. In order that a series 
of links may be combined into a machine it is necessary, 
of course, that the elements which they carry should be such 
as, when connected in pairs, give the required motions. In 
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order, further, that the proper pairing may take place, the 
two elements on any one link must not belong to the same 
pair, but the links must be so arranged that ( calling them 
a, b, c, &c.) one element on a shall pair with one on b, the 
second on b witl1 one on c, the other on c,vith one on d, and 

FJG. 25. 

so on. On the last link there will then be one element left 
unpaired, ,vhile only one of those on the first (a) has been 
paired. These two elements must then be paired together, and 
the arrangement is complete. Figs. 2 5 and 26 show this 
for two very simple cases where the pairs used are all either 

·• 

Fie. 26. 

turning or sliding pairs. Four links a, b, c, and d, are 
used in each case, carrying respectively the elements 1 A1A2, 

• Here and elsewhere the collars or flanges necessary for prevent
ing cross motion in the pairs (see p. 54) are omitted in the figw:es 
�herever their insertion might tend to impair the clearness of the 
illustrations. 

1 
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B1Bci, C1 C2, and D1D2 ; a is connected witl1 b by the pair, 
A1B1, b with c by the pair B

2
C

2
, c with d by C

1
Di, and then 

there are left D
2 

and A2 to form a fourth pair. These being 
connected, the combination is finished. 

A series of links completely connected in this way
·connected, that is, so that no element is left single, but each

one paired with its partner,-is called a closed kine

matic chain, or simply a chaip. Each link in the chains 
of Figs. 25  and 26 is paired directly with two others, its 
adjacent links. Its motion relatively to each of these is 
therefore completely constrained by the pair of elements 

which connect them. But its motion relatively to non
adjacent links must equally be constrained, and that this 
is the case cannot be assumed ,vithout proof. For 
although the constrainment is really complete in the 
particular chains shown, it would have been just as easy 
to construct a chain in which it ,vould not have been com
plete. Figure 2 7 shows sucl1 a chain. It does not differ 
much in appearance from that of Fig. 25, and has been put 
together by exactly the same method, but yet it is a totally 
useless combination of links, while the other is an1ong the 
most familiar chains in existence. To prove that the (plan.e) 
motion of a body is constrained we know that we need· 
only to prove the constrainment of two of its points (p. 34). 
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The motion of the whole body is that of any line in it, so 
that if one line have its motion constrained the whole body 
must also have constrained motion. If, on the other hand, 
it can be shown that even one point of the body is uncon
strained the motion of the wl1ole body must also be 
unconstrained. It is not always easya· to prove that no 
point in a particular body, or that not more than one of 
its points, is constrained. But there is seldom much diffi
culty in showing either that rwo points are constrained, or 
that one point is not, or else that two of the moveable links 
might be made into one, in any of their relative positions, 
without destroying the n1ovability of the rest of the 
mechanism. Any of these three conditions ,vould be 
sufficient to settle the matter 

In the cases before us let us take first the chain of F'ig. 25 .  
Can it be proved, for example, that the motion of the link b 
is constrained relatively to the non-adjacent link d? '\i\a"' e 
know that the motion of every point in the links a and c is 
constrained relatively to d·; but b has one point in common 

with each of these links, viz. its virtual centre relatively to 
each of them (p. 45). If these points be permanent centres, 

i.e. if they retain always the same position on a and c 
respectivt:ly, then their motion would be constrained, and 
hence the motion also of b, as they both belong to that 
body, would be also constrained. In Fig. 25 this is the 
case-b moves relatively to a abouta. the - centre of the 
pair A1B1, and relatively to c about the centre of the pair 
B2 C2• Both centres are permanent, and the motion of b 
relatively to d is therefore constrained. The motion of d 
relatively to b is therefore constrained also. By precisely 
the sa1ne reasoning it  can. be proved that the relative 
motions of a and c are also constrained. Here, however, in 
Fig. 26, there is the difference that the virtual centre of c 

\ 
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relatively to d is not a point on the pair-the centre of a 
turning J)air-as in the last case. It is the point at infinity 
(p. 43) in the direction perpendicular to the motion of c 
on d. It is, however, the same point for all positions of 
c on d, and must therefore be treated as a permanent 
centre just as fully as the visible centre of the pair B2C2. 
Figs. z5 and 26 therefore sho,v completely constrained kine
matic chains. 

In more complex chains, such as that shown later on in 
Fig. 28, the proof of constrainment is not so simple, but 
can be handled in exactly the same way. In such a case 
the points corresponding to the centres A1B1 and B2C2, are 
not always themselves moving about permant::nt centres, but 
about points whose constrainment has first to be proved. 
\Ve shall find that this is always very easy to do. 

The case is quite · different with the chain shown in 
Fig. 2 7, in which a fifth link, e, is added between c and /;. 
Examining the motion of b relatively to d, we see at once 
by reasoning similar to that given above, that one point is 
constrained, namely the centre point of the pair con
necting a and b. The virtual centre of b relatively to c is, 
however, no longer a permanent centre, but a moving point 
,vhose constrainment has to be proved. This will be found 
impossible, however, without the assumption that either a 

or c is fixed as well as d. It will be found further that 
either a or c could be fixed as well as d, while still the re
maining three links would remain movable, the chain, in 
fact, becoming identical with that of Fig. :z 5. This con· 
tradicts the fundamental condition (p. 59), that it shall 
not be possible for any link to be moved without all the 
other movable links moving also. Having thus proved 
that the relative motion of one link relatively to any other 
is unconstrained, it is unnecessary to examine the motions 
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of other pairs of links-we may say at once that the chain 
is not a constraineJ one, and cannot therefore, in its present 
form, become part of a machine. 

.,.'\\,e have now before us a kinematic chain completely 
constrained ; in other words, a combination of bodies so 
connected that every motion of each relatively to every one 
of the others is absolutely determinate, independent of ex
ternal force. The step from the cl1ain to the machine is a 
very simple one. The chain in itself only constrains the 
motions of its links relatively to each other ; the motions of 
the different parts of a machine must be constrained rela
tively to some definite standard, as, for instance, the earth 
(see § 3). To convert the chain into the machine, one of 
its links must therefore be fixed relatively to the earth or 
other standard. The motions of the remaining links are 
then constrained relatively to the same standard, and the 
problem is solved. 

Any chain l1aving one link fixed might be called a machine> 

and essentially it is one. But it is convenient to have some 
word to distinguish the ideal machine, such as is shown in 
our engravings, with its straight bars and regularly shaped 
blocks, from the actual machine of the engineer with its com
plex masses of iron and steel. In their motions the ideal and 
the actual n1achines are identical, in all dynamic problems 
also the one can represent the other, but still there is so 
great an apparent difference betw.een them, that in common 
usage the former is called gener.aLly a mechanism, and the 
word machine is reserved exclusively for the latter.. Using, 
then, this established nomenclature, we can put down the 
conclusions at which we have arrived in the form of the 
following propositions :-

We obtain the simplest combination having the 
nature of a machine by connecting two bodies of 

F 
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suitable material by such geometric forms as 
completely constrain their relative motions :-

These constraining forms are called elements, 
-and can only occur in pairs. If contact between the 
two elements of a pair exist only along a line or a limited 
number of lines, it is called a higher pair, while pairs which 
l1ave surface contact are called lower pairs. Two kinds of 
lower pairs only are available for the constrainment of 
plane motions, these pairs being called turning and sliding 

· pairs respectively, from the nature of the motion which is 
constrained by them ;-

Where a ,constrained combination is made of 
more than two bodies, each one must carry at 
least two elements, belonging to different(although 
possibly congrue·nt)1 pairs. Such bodies are called 
links.. Lastly.-

A series of links so connected that each element 
in each is paired with its partner in another, and 
further so that the motion of every link is con� 
strained relatively to that of every other, is a kine
matic chain, and by fixing one of the links of such 
a chain relatively to the earth ( or other standard) 
it becomes, finally, a mechanism. A mechanism 
is the ideal . form of a machine,  and represents 
it fully and absolutely for all our problems. 

The form and position of the elements of any 
link determine its motions ; the shape of the body 
of the link itself is quite immaterial, so long as 
it is not such as to foul any of the other links 
during its motion. In pract;ice links of similar machines 
take the most widely different forms in different cases, and 
very frequently this form bears no resemblance to the 

1 See p. 17. 

..· ... 
! 
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skeleton form of the corresponding link in the mechanis1n, 
the elements in the . corresponding links being, however, 
identical. The n1ech·anism of Fig. 26 is that which appears, 
for instance, in an ordinary horizontal steam engine. The 
link a becomes the crank of the engine, which in form 
it resembles : the link b becomes the connecting-rod, not 
quite so similar in form : the link c of the mechanism 
becomes in the machine the crosshead, piston-rod, and 
piston : and the link d the cylinder, the frame or bedplate 
,vith its crosshead guides, and the plummer block for the 
main bearing. The t,vo last links have, therefore, in their 
ideal form, scarcely any resemblance to their counterparts 
in the actual machine. In another case, as we shall see, 
the lin� b is used as a cylinder and d as a pistone; in 
another a becon1es a fixed cast-iron framing, and so on ; · 
it is unnecessary to multiply examples. In every case the 
motions of the bodies forming the machine are determined 
by . the nature of the elements connecting them, and are 

• unaffected (under the limitation stated above) by the form 
of the bodies themselves. 

Of course this holds good equally for the case where only 
two bodies are used, connected by a single pair· of elements. 
The form of the bodies may be anything whatever, provided 
it is not such as to hinder the motion, so Jong as the 

. •· 
elements themselves are correctly designed ; the motion 1s 
determined by the latter only, and _is quite unaffected by 
the former� 

We have seen that a mechanism is formed from a chain 
by fixing one link of it. But any· link of the· chain may be 
fixed ; no one link is in this respect different from the others. 
Hence we can obtain from any chain as many 

mechanisms as it has links. In such a case as Fig. 26 
the four mechanisms which could be thus obtained would 
all be different ; but this is .not always the case, two or more 

F 2 
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of them may be similar or identical. Their total number, 
however, must always be equal to that of the links in the 
chain. The alteration by ,v hich ,ve change one mechanism 
into another, using the same chain, the change, that is, in 
the choice of the fixed link, is called the inversion of the 
chain. 

We have spoken in this section exclusively of chains 
whose links each contain only two elements. Such chains 
are called simple chains, and include very many of the 
most important mechanical combinations existing. But what 

f 

has been said about them applies, with only verbal altera
tions, to compound chains, or those chains which have 
some links containing more than two elements. Such a 
chain is shown in Fig .. 28, which is a chain containing six 
links, two of which, a and b, have each three elements. 
Compound chains, and the mechanisms formed from them, 
do not differ essentially from simple chains and mechan
isms. Naturally they are a little more difficult to deal 
with,-nothing more. We shall have occasion to examine 
several of the more important of them further on. 

\Ve must now proceed to apply to the mechanisms whose 
nature we have been examining the principles of " virtual " 
.motion, which we sketched out in former sectionS: 


